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ARITHMETIC INFINITE FRIEZES FROM PUNCTURED DISCS
MANUELA TSCHABOLD
Abstract. We define the notion of infinite friezes of positive integers as a variation of Conway-
Coxeter frieze patterns and study their properties. We introduce useful gluing and cutting
operations on infinite friezes. It turns out that triangulations of once-punctured discs give rise
to periodic infinite friezes having special properties, a notable example being that each diagonal
consists of a collection of arithmetic progressions. Furthermore, we work out a combinatorial
interpretation of the entries of infinite friezes associated to triangulations of once-punctured discs
via matching numbers for certain combinatorial objects, namely periodic triangulations of strips.
Alternatively, we consider a known algorithm that as we show computes as well these entries.
Introduction
Frieze patterns in mathematics were introduced and studied in [8] by Conway and Coxeter.
These are patterns of n bi-infinite rows of positive integers, bounded from above and below by a
row of 0’s followed by a row of 1’s, whose entries satisfy a local rule. More precisely, the rows are
shifted such that the entries form a diamond pattern, where every such diamond
b
a d
c
satisfies ad´bc “ 1. Such patterns are periodic in the horizontal direction and also invariant under
a glide reflection. In this article we refer to them as finite friezes. There are several connections
between finite friezes and classical objects in mathematics. A well known correspondence between
finite friezes and triangulated polygons, first conjectured in [9] and proved in [8], is that every
finite frieze arises from a triangulated polygon and vice versa, providing a geometric interpretation
of the first non-trivial row of a finite frieze via matching numbers between vertices and triangles.
Later this was extended for all entries in a finite frieze by Broline, Crowe and Issacs in [6].
By the work of Caldero and Chapoton in [7], finite friezes are closely related to Fomin-Zelevinsky
cluster algebras of type A. This fact serves as motivation for the work in this article. Various gen-
eralizations of finite friezes have been introduced and studied recently, providing new information
about cluster algebras, for example frieze patterns of type D in [2], frieze patterns from higher
angulations [5], friezes in [1], SL2-tilings in [1, 4, 11], 2-frieze patterns in [12, 13].
In this article, we generalize and extend the notion of finite friezes and introduce similar patterns
of positive integers without the condition of bounding rows at the bottom. We call them infinite
friezes. Various properties known for finite friezes can be adapted to infinite friezes. We shall
present some of them. Unlike finite friezes, infinite friezes are not necessarily periodic. Our
main result is that triangulations of once-punctured discs give rise to periodic infinite friezes,
providing a connection between triangulations and infinite friezes. Moreover, for these particular
periodic infinite friezes arising from triangulations of once-punctured discs, we are able to give a
combinatorial interpretation of the numbers occurring in them via matching numbers. In [3] we
complete this work and obtain a characterization of infinite friezes via triangulations.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce infinite friezes and give some
useful relations between the entries in them (Lemma 1.7). We will focus on a special class of infinite
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friezes which are invariant under horizontal translation, called periodic infinite friezes. In Section 2,
we define two algebraic operations on infinite friezes, namely gluing and cutting (Theorems 2.1,
2.7). Moreover, we extend these operations to the periodic case by introducing n-gluing and n-
cutting (Propositions 2.4, 2.9). The latter of which provides a powerful tool for inductive proofs.
We begin Section 3, by recalling the definition of triangulations of once-punctured discs, after
which we explain how particular periodic infinite friezes arise from such triangulations. More
precisely, a triangulations of a once-punctured disc yields a sequence of non-negative integers in a
similar manner as for triangulations of polygons [8]. We call such sequences quiddity sequences. We
prove that these sequences arising from triangulations of once-punctured discs give rise to periodic
infinite friezes (Theorem 3.6). Furthermore, we establish a remarkable property of such periodic
infinite friezes, namely that they exhibit (multiple) arithmetic progressions within each diagonal
(where the number depends on the period), and are thus examples of so-called arithmetic friezes
(Proposition 3.11). In Section 4, we explain how triangulations of once-punctured discs correspond
to periodic triangulations of a certain combinatorial structure we call the strip (Theorem 4.13). A
similar model was introduced by Holm and Jørgensen in [11] in order to describe a certain family
of SL2-tilings, which are bi-infinite arrays of positive integers satisfying the same local rule as finite
and infinite friezes. There is a subtle but significant difference between the two approaches, which
we expand upon in the final section. In our approach, we generalize one of the main results of
Broline, Crowe and Issacs from [6], giving a way of obtaining an arbitrary entry of an arithmetic
frieze from the associated periodic triangulation of the strip via matching numbers (Theorem 4.21).
The terminology of matching numbers was also used by Baur and Marsh (in [2]) to construct frieze
pattern of type D. Finally, in Section 5, we give an alternative description of an arbitrary entry
in an arithmetic frieze using a similar method of assigning labels to the vertices of a periodic
triangulation of a strip to that used by Conway and Coxeter (in [8]) for triangulation of polygons
(Theorem 5.3). This labeling algorithm also provides the common differences for the arithmetic
progressions of an arithmetic frieze (Proposition 5.4).
1. Periodic infinite friezes
Definition 1.1. An infinite frieze F is an array pmijqi,jPZ,j´iě´2 of shifted infinite rows of positive
integers bounded at the top by a row filled with 0’s, followed by a row of 1’s, i.e. mi,i´2 “ 0,
mi,i´1 “ 1 for all i P Z, and mij ą 0 otherwise,
0 0 0 0 0
¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 1 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
m´2,´2 m´1,´1 m00 m11 m22
¨ ¨ ¨ m´2,´1 m´1,0 m01 m12 m23 ¨ ¨ ¨
m´2,0 m´1,1 m02 m13 m24
...
...
such that the unimodular rule is satisfied, i.e. for every diamond in F of the form
mi`1,j
mij mi`1,j`1
mi,j`1
the relation mijmi`1,j`1 ´mi`1,jmi,j`1 “ 1 holds, where j ´ i ě ´1.
The easiest example of an infinite frieze we may think of is the basic infinite frieze
F˚ “ pmijqj´iě´2 with constant rows given by mij “ j ´ i` 2 as shown in Figure 1.1.
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0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2
¨ ¨ ¨ 3 3 3 3 3 ¨ ¨ ¨
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
.. .
...
Figure 1.1. The basic infinite frieze F˚.
One can easily convince oneself that if an entry 1 appears in a non-trivial row of an infinite frieze,
it is not possible that it has a 1 as a neighbor entry to the left, or right, respectively. Moreover,
the product of the two neighboring entries of the entry 1 is strictly bigger than 4.
Definition 1.2. For an infinite frieze F “ pmijqj´iě´2 its quiddity row is the infinite sequence
paiqiPZ of positive integers given by the first non-trivial row of F , where ai “ mii.
Remark 1.3. Clearly, two consecutive rows of an infinite frieze, except the first two rows, deter-
mine the rest of the infinite frieze, since we can fill the next row below and above these two by
using the unimodular rule. It follows that an infinite frieze is determined by its quiddity row.
For our purpose we are mainly interested in a particular family of infinite friezes which stay
invariant under horizontal translation, such as the ones in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
Definition 1.4. An infinite frieze pmijqj´iě´2 is called n-periodic and denoted by Fn if there
exists an integer n ě 1 such that mij “ mi`n,j`n for all i ď j. A fundamental domain D for Fn
is given by n consecutive se-diagonals of Fn.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 5 4 1 3 1 5 4
4 19 3 2 2 4 19 3
15 14 5 1 7 15 14 5
¨ ¨ ¨ 11 23 2 3 26 11 23 2 ¨ ¨ ¨
18 9 5 11 19 18 9 5
7 22 18 8 31 7 22 18
17 79 13 13 12 17 79 13
61 57 21 5 29 61 57 21
44 92 8 12 104 44 92 8
71 35 19 43 75 71 35 19
¨ ¨ ¨ 27 83 68 31 121 27 83 68 ¨ ¨ ¨
64 297 49 50 46 64 297 49
229 214 79 19 109 229 214 79
165 345 30 45 390 165 345 30
.. .
...
D
Figure 1.2. An infinite frieze of period 5 with a fundamental domain D.
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Note that, if the quiddity row of an infinite frieze is periodic, the whole infinite frieze is periodic.
Every non-trivial row of a periodic infinite frieze is given by a repeating sequence of positive integers,
up to cyclic equivalence. Therefore, the entire periodic infinite frieze is covered by a fundamental
domain by successive copies in horizontal direction, thus a fundamental domain contains all the
information about the periodic infinite frieze.
Definition 1.5. Given an n-periodic infinite frieze Fn “ pmijqj´iě´2, its quiddity sequence qFn
is the n-tuple pa1, a2, . . . , anq, determined up to cyclic equivalence, with ai “ mii for all i P
t1, 2 . . . , nu.
Given an infinite frieze F “ pmijqj´iě´2, we use the following notions below. For a fixed i P Z
we denote by the se-diagonal fpaiq through ai the infinite sequence pmijqjěi´2. We will usually
drop ai whenever it is clear from the context. Similarly, f¯pajq “ pmijqiďj`2 is the sw-diagonal of
F through aj . The se (sw) sign stands for south-east (south-west), the direction of the diagonal.
Clearly, the entry mij is the intersection of the se-diagonal through ai and the sw-diagonal
through aj (see Figure 1.3).
Remark 1.6. Given a se-diagonal of an infinite frieze the unimodular rule enables us to fill the
next se-diagonal to the right (east), starting at the top. The analogous result is true for sw-
diagonals. Hence a fundamental domain of a periodic infinite frieze, and thus the periodic infinite
frieze itself, is also determined as soon as one se-diagonal or one sw-diagonal, respectively, is given.
If an infinite frieze is not periodic, a se-diagonal and a sw-diagonal with a common entry different
from zero are needed to determine the whole infinite frieze.
mi,i´2 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 mj`2,j
mi,i´1 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 mj`1,j
ai ai`1 ai`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ aj´2 aj´1 aj
...
.. .
... ..
.
..
.
..
.
.. . ..
. ... ..
.
mi,j´2 mi`2,j
mi,j´1 mi`1,j
mij
Figure 1.3. A cone in an infinite frieze with apex at mij framed by a pair of
intersecting diagonals, namely the se-diagonal fpaiq and the sw-diagonal f¯pajq.
Motivated by the work of Conway and Coxeter in [8] the next lemma describes how the entries
of an infinite frieze and its quiddity row depend on each other.
Lemma 1.7. Let paiqiPZ be the quiddity row of an infinite frieze F “ pmijqj´iě´2. Then, for all
j ě i,
aq aj “
mij `mi,j´2
mi,j´1
and ai “
mij `mi`2,j
mi`1,j
,
bq mij “ det
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
ai 1 0
1 ai`1 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 aj´1 1
0 1 aj
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚.
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Proof. aq Clearly, the first equality is true for j “ i. Now, we continue similar to the proof of the
analogue relation valid for finite friezes. For j ě i we use that by the unimodular rule the entries in
any two se-diagonals f, f 1 of F arranged as in the following figure on the right satisfy the equality
on the left, where by definition, x2 and x
1
2 are positive integers.
f f 1
0 0
1 1
...
.. . x
1
1
x1 ` x3
x2
“
x11 ` x
1
3
x1
2
..
.
x12
x1 ..
.
x13
x2 ..
. ...
x3
.. .
Applying this to x11 “ 0, x
1
2 “ 1, x
1
3 “ aj and the corresponding entries in fpaiq with x1 “ mi,j´2,
x2 “ mi,j´1, x3 “ mij , as illustrated in Figure 1.3, we get the desired result. Similarly, one can
check that the second equality holds.
bq The claim follows immediately by induction on i and with aq. 
Remark 1.8. In particular, for an n-periodic infinite frieze Fn “ pmijqj´iě´2 with quiddity
sequence qFn “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq, the quiddity row paiqiPZ of Fn satisfies ai “ ai`ln, for all i P
t1, . . . , nu and every integer l. Then Lemma 1.7 implies
aj “
mi,j´2`ln `mi,j`ln
mi,j´1`ln
for all j P t1, . . . , nu and every non-negative integer l. Moreover, for all j ě i, we have
mij “ det
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
d0 1 0
1 d1 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 dj´i´1 1
0 1 dj´i
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚,
where dk “ ai`k mod n for k P t0, 1, . . . , j ´ iu.
Note that by Lemma 1.7 a) for three consecutive diagonals of an infinite frieze the middle one
is proportional to the sum of its two neighbors. This result can be formulated for se-diagonals as
follows. Clearly, there is an analogue for sw-diagonals.
Corollary 1.9. Let F “ pmijqj´iě´2 be an infinite frieze with quiddity row qF “ paiqiPZ and k be
a fixed integer. Then the se-diagonal fpakq is given by the two neighboring se-diagonals fpak´1q
and fpak`1q via
ak´1 ¨mkj “ mk´1,j `mk`1,j
for all j ě k ´ 1. Moreover, if ak´1 “ 1, then fpakq is given by the “shifted sum” of fpak´1q and
fpak`1q.
Before studying operations on infinite friezes in the next section we have a short look at
1-periodic infinite friezes. It makes sense to call them complete infinite friezes since they can
arise from complete graphs. It is an easy induction argument using Corollary 1.9 to prove that
complete infinite friezes are determined as follows.
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Proposition 1.10. Let a ě 2 be an integer and let q “ paiqiPZ be the constant sequence with
ai “ a for all i P Z. Then q is the quiddity row of a complete infinite frieze Fa. Moreover, the
entries mij , j ´ i ě ´2, of Fa are given by
mij “
X
j´i`1
2
\ÿ
k“0
p´1qk
ˆ
j ´ i` 1´ k
k
˙
aj´i`1´2k.
2. Cutting and gluing infinite friezes
In this section we point out two particular ways how an infinite frieze can be modified to obtain
a new infinite frieze by extending the work of Conway and Coxeter in [8]. We also describe how
these algebraic operations can be used on periodic infinite friezes.
2.1. Gluing. The first operation that we describe on infinite friezes produces a new infinite frieze
starting from an infinite frieze by inserting a pair of diagonals. Note that this is not the only
possibility to define an operation on infinite friezes that enlarges them.
Theorem 2.1. Let F be an infinite frieze with quiddity row paiqiPZ and k be a fixed integer. Then
the sequence paˆiqiPZ defined by
aˆi “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
ai if i ď k ´ 1,
ak`1 if i “ k,
1 if i “ k ` 1,
ak`1`1 if i “ k ` 2,
ai´1 if i ě k ` 3,
is the quiddity row of an infinite frieze pF .
For an infinite frieze F , we call the operation that maps its quiddity row paiqiPZ to paˆiqiPZ
gluing above the pair pak, ak`1q, where paˆiqiPZ is as in Theorem 2.1. The situation is illustrated in
Figure 2.1.
Proof. Let F “ pmijqj´iě´2 be an infinite frieze with quiddity row paiqiPZ. We choose k P Z and
consider the array pF “ pmˆijqj´iě´2 with mˆi,i´2 “ 0, mˆi,i´1 “ 1 and, for j ´ i ě 0, given by the
entries of F as shown in Figure 2.1
mˆij “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
mij if j ď k ´ 1,
mi,j´1 `mij if j “ k,
mi,j´1 if i ď k ` 1 ď j,
mi,j´1 `mi´1,j´1 if i “ k ` 2,
mi´1,j´1 if i ě k ` 3
We show that pF is an infinite frieze. Clearly, since F is an infinite frieze, we have mˆij ą 0 if
j ´ i ě 0. It remains to show that the unimodular rule is satisfied for every diamond in pF , i.e.
mˆijmˆi`1,j`1 ´ mˆi`1,jmˆi,j`1 “ 1 for j ´ i ě ´1. In particular, for j ´ i “ ´1, this is always true,
so we may assume that j ´ i ě 0.
As long none of the entries in the yellow diagonals are involved, namely the sw-diagonal f¯pakq
and the se-diagonal fpak`2q (see Figure 2.1), this property is immediately inherited by F . Other-
wise, a diamond involves two entries either contained in f¯pakq, or in fpak`2q and we have to check
two separate cases for each diagonal. Firstly, if the diamond lies to the left of f¯pakq, we have
mˆi,k´1mˆi`1,k ´ mˆi`1,k´1mˆik “ mi,k´1 pmi`1,k´1 `mi`1,kq ´mi`1,k´1 pmi,k´1 `mikq
“ mi,k´1mi`1,k ´mi`1,k´1mik “ 1
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pF
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
paˆiqiPZ ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´2 ak´1 ak`1 1 ak`1`1 ak`2 ak`3 ¨ ¨ ¨
mk´3,k´2 mk´2,k´1
ak´1
`mk´1,k
ak ak`1
ak`2
`mk`1,k`2
mk`2,k`3 mk`3,k`4
mk´4,k´2 mk´3,k´1
mk´2,k´1
`mk´2,k
mk´1,k mk,k`1 mk`1,k`2
mk`2,k`3
`mk`1,k`3
mk`2,k`4 mk`3,k`5
mk´5,k´2 mk´4,k´1
mk´3,k´1
`mk´3,k
mk´2,k mk´1,k`1 mk,k`2 mk`1,k`3
mk`2,k`4
`mk`1,k`4
mk`2,k`5 mk`3,k`6
..
. .. .
Figure 2.1. The infinite frieze pF produced by gluing above the pair pak, ak`1q
in an infinite frieze F “ pmijqj´iě´2.
for all i ď k ´ 1. Similarly, if the diamond lies to the right of f¯pakq, we get mˆi,kmˆi`1,k`1 ´
mˆi`1,kmˆi,k`1 “ 1 for all i ď k. The two cases for fpak`2q are completely analogous. Hence pF is an
infinite frieze with quiddity row p. . . , ak´2, ak´1, ak`1, 1, ak`1`1, ak`2, ak`3, . . . q, as desired. 
Remark 2.2. In the proof of the theorem the effect of gluing into the initial infinite frieze is given
explicitly: pF is obtained from F by inserting simultaneously a pair of diagonals. In particular, a
se-diagonal and a sw-diagonal with common entry in the first row of pF are inserted such that every
entry of the new diagonals in pF is given by the sum of the two closest entries in the neighboring
diagonals to the left and to the right, see Figure 2.1. That is precisely what the second part of
Corollary 1.9 says. The symbol p denotes that we glued in a pair of diagonals.
Note that if we start with the basic frieze F˚ given in Figure 1.1, then gluing serves as a tool
to produce new infinite friezes from F˚. The next result follows immediately.
Corollary 2.3. There exist infinitely many infinite friezes.
Clearly, as soon as we consider periodic infinite friezes we lose the periodicity after applying the
operation of gluing once. To remedy this we define a slightly different operation that preserves
periodicity of an infinite frieze using the current set up of gluing.
Proposition 2.4. Given an n-periodic infinite frieze F with quiddity sequence qF “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq
and let k P t1, 2, . . . , nu ba an integer. Then the pn`1q-tuple
qˆnF “
#
pa1`2, 1q if n “ 1,
pa1, . . . , ak´1, ak`1, 1, ak`1`1, ak`2, . . . , anq otherwise,
where indices are taken modulo n, leads to an infinite frieze pFn of period n`1.
For an n-periodic infinite frieze F with quiddity sequence qF the operation mapping F to the
pn`1q-periodic infinite frieze pFn with quiddity sequence qˆn
F
, defined in Proposition 2.4, is called
n-gluing above the pair pak, ak`1q.
Proof. Let paiqiPZ be the quiddity row of an n-periodic frieze F . We choose k P t1, 2, . . . , nu. Then
for every integer l, we glue above the pair pak`ln, ak`1`lnq as defined in Theorem 2.1 and obtain
an infinite frieze, denoted by pFn. By construction, the quiddity row of pFn is n`1 periodic and
determined, up to cyclic permutation, by the 2-tuple pa1`2, 1q, if n “ 1, or by the pn`1q-tuple
pa1, . . . , ak´1, ak`1, 1, ak`1`1, aj`2, . . . , anq otherwise. Hence the result. 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 pFn
ak`2´n . . . ak´1 ak`1 1 ak`1`1 ak`2
mk`2´n,k`3´n . . . mk´2,k´1
ak´1
`mk´1,k
ak ak`1
ak`2
`mk`1,k`2
mk`2,k`3
.. . ..
.
mk´1,k mk,k`1 mk`1,k`2
...
mk`2´n,k´1 ..
. .. . mk`2,k´1`n ..
.
mk`2´n,k´1
`mk`2´n,k
mk`2,k´1`n
`mk`1,k´1`n
mk`2´n,k mk`1,k´1`n
..
. mk`1,k´1`n
`mk`1,k`n
... ..
.
mk`1,k`n
...
..
.
mk`2´n,k´1`n
mk`2´n,k´1`n
`mk`2´n,k`n
mk`2´n,k`n
..
.
Figure 2.2. The pn`1q-periodic infinite frieze pFn obtained by n-gluing above
pak, ak`1q in an n-periodic infinite frieze F colored light grey.
Note that the operation of n-gluing may provide an infinite frieze of period dividing n`1 but
strictly smaller than n ` 1. Note also that n-gluing only depends on the pair pak, ak`1q of integers
not on the choice of the quiddity sequence.
Clearly, there are other operations on periodic infinite friezes preserving periodicity. E.g. given
a quiddity sequence pa1, a2, . . . , anq of an n-periodic infinite frieze the sequence pa1, . . . , ak` 1, 1,
ak`1` 1, . . . , an, a1, . . . , anq also leads to a periodic infinite frieze, namely of period 2n`1, and so
on.
The next corollary describes the modification to the entries of the initial periodic infinite friezes
caused by n-gluing, see Figure 2.2. It we will be convenient to use the following notation: for
i, x P Z, we set ix “ i´ t whenever x` pt´ 1qpn` 1q ă i ď x` tpn` 1q.
Corollary 2.5. Let pFn “ pmˆijqj´iě´2 be the pn`1q-periodic infinite frieze obtained from an
n-periodic infinite frieze F “ pmijqj´iě´2 with quiddity sequence qF “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq by n-gluing
above the pair pak, ak`1q, for some k P t1, 2, . . . , nu. Then
mˆij “
$’’’&’’’%
mik`2jk if i ı k ` 2, j ı k,
mik`2,jk´1 `mik`2jk if i ı k ` 2, j ” k,
mik`2´1,jk `mik`2jk if i ” k ` 2, j ı k,
mik`2´1,jk´1 `mik`2jk `mik`2´1,jk `mik`2,jk´1 if i ” k ` 2, j ” k,
where ” means equal reduced modulo n` 1.
Before considering the reverse operation to gluing we illustrate the operation n-gluing with an
example. The example points out that n-gluing preserves more than the fist two rows of the initial
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friezes. Diamond-shaped fragments of the old friezes appear in the new frieze. Moreover, the
example already illustrates how the reverse operation to n-gluing will work.
Example 2.6. Let n “ 3 and consider the basic infinite frieze F˚ given in Figure 1.1 with quiddity
sequence qF˚ “ p2, 2, 2q. Now we perform a 3-gluing above the pair pa2, a3q. This leads to the new
quiddity sequence qˆ3
F˚
“ p2, 3, 1, 3q determining the infinite frieze pF3˚ of period 4, as shown in
the figure below. The inserted pairs of diagonals are colored yellow. In particular, outside these
diagonals pF3˚ coincides with F˚.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3
5 2 2 5 5 2 2 5pF3˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ 3 3 3 12 3 3 3 12 ¨ ¨ ¨
4 4 7 7 4 4 7 7
5 9 4 9 5 9 4 9
11 5 5 11 11 5 5 11
6 6 6 24 6 6 6 24
...
...D
2.2. Cutting. The second operation on infinite friezes we define produces a new infinite frieze
starting from a given infinite frieze whenever an entry 1 appears in its quiddity row. The analogue
for this in the case of tame SL2-tilings was considered in [4, Lemma 5].
Theorem 2.7. Let F be an infinite frieze with quiddity row paiqiPZ such that ak “ 1 for some
integer k. Then the sequence paˇiqiPZ with
aˇi “
$’’’&’’’%
ai if i ď k ´ 2,
ak´1´1 if i “ k ´ 1,
ak`1´1 if i “ k,
ai`1 if i ě k ` 1,
is the quiddity row of an infinite frieze qF .
We say that that qF is obtained from F by cutting above ak “ 1, where qF is as given in
Theorem 2.7.
Proof. Let F “ pmijqj´iě´2 be an infinite frieze and let paiqiPZ be its quiddity row such that
ak “ 1 for some k P Z. By the second part of Corollary 1.9, the se-diagonal fpak`1q through ak`1
is given by the shifted sum of fpakq and fpak`2q, that is mk`1,j “ mkj `mk`2,j . Analogously, for
the sw-diagonal f¯pak´1q through ak´1 we have mi,k´1 “ mi,k´2 `mik.
We now consider the array qF “ pmˇijqj´iě´2 obtained from F by suppressing fpak`1q and
f¯pak´1q. For the labeling we fix the entries of F that are on the left of f¯pak´1q, in other words
mˇij “ mij for all , i ď k, j ď k ´ 2. Clearly, mˇi,i´2 “ 0 and since mˇk,k´1 “ ak “ 1 we have
mˇi,i´1 “ 1 for all i. Moreover, we have mˇij ą 0 for all j ´ i ě 0. It remains to show the
unimodular rule still holds along the two cutting lines, i.e. mi,k´2mi`1,k ´mi`1,k´2mik “ 1 and
mkjmk`2,j`1 ´mk`2,jmk,j`1 “ 1. Since F satisfies the unimodular rule and from above we get
1 “ mi,k´2mi`1,k´1 ´mi`1,k´2mi,k´1 “ mi,k´2 pmi`1,k´2 `mi`1,kq ´mi`1,k´2 pmi,k´2 `mikq “
mi,k´2mi`1,k ´mi`1,k´2mik and 1 “ mkjmk`1,j`1 ´mk`1,jmk,j`1 “ mkj pmk,j`1 `mk`2,j`1q ´
pmkj `mk`2,jqmk,j`1 “ mkjmk`2,j`1 ´mk`2,jmk,j`1. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.8. In reverse to gluing, the effect caused on the initial infinite frieze by cutting is that a
pair of diagonals is suppressed and the remaining entries stay unchained. Namely, the se-diagonal
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through the right neighboring entry of the entry 1 we cut above and the sw-diagonal through
the left neighboring entry of the same entry 1. The symbol q indicates that two diagonals are
removed. Clearly, first gluing above a pair and then cutting above the new entry that occurred in
the quiddity sequence after gluing yields the original infinite frieze.
Similarly, as in Section 2.1, the periodicity is lost if we consider periodic infinite friezes after
cutting once. Thus, we define an operation on periodic infinite friezes that preserves periodicity.
Recall that the two neighbors of an entry 1 in a given row are both strictly bigger than 1. Thus,
if a periodic infinite frieze has an entry 1 in its quiddity sequence, the period has to be at least 2.
Proposition 2.9. Given a quiddity sequence qF “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq of an n-periodic infinite frieze
F such that ak “ 1 for some k P t1, 2, . . . , nu, the pn´1q-tuple
qˇnF “
#
pak`1´2q if n “ 2,
pa1, . . . , ak´2, ak´1´1, ak`1´1, ak`2, . . . , anq otherwise,
where indices are reduced modulo n, yields an infinite frieze qFn of period n´1.
We say that qFn in Proposition 2.9 is obtained from F by n-cutting above ak. The proof of
Proposition 2.9 works quite similar as the one of Proposition 2.4 by iteratively applying Theo-
rem 2.7. Note again that, strictly speaking, the operation of n-cutting leads to a periodic infinite
frieze with period a divisor of n´1, possibly smaller than n´1.
3. Arithmetic friezes
It is natural to ask which sequences yield a periodic infinite frieze. A first part of the answer
is given in the following section of this article. A complete characterization via triangulations is
given by the subsequent article [3], building on our results. We generalize the basic construction
for obtaining a finite frieze from triangulated polygons. Instead of triangulations of polygons
we consider triangulations of once-punctured discs and associate sequences of positive integers to
them thus generating periodic infinite friezes. We provide a geometrical interpretation of the two
operations n-gluing and n-cutting on periodic infinite friezes in terms of triangulations of once-
punctured discs. Moreover, we prove a remarkable arithmetic property of these periodic infinite
friezes.
Let us briefly recall some basic notions of triangulated punctured discs, for more details on
triangulations of bordered surfaces with marked points see [10]. For n ě 1, the once-punctured
disc S1n is a closed disc with n marked points on the boundary, numbered by 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨n in clockwise
order, and one marked point in the interior, namely the puncture labeled by 0. An arc in S1n is a
non-boundary, non-self-intersecting curve, connecting two marked points of S1n. In the sequel S
1
n
is always meant to be a once-punctured disc together with a fixed labeling and we only consider
isotopy classes of arcs. An arc whose endpoints coincide is called a loop. We shall use the following
notation for arcs of punctured discs: 0j indicates the bridging arc connecting the puncture with
a marked point j on the boundary. For two marked points i, j on the boundary ij denotes the
arc isotopic to the boundary segment going clockwise fromneighbor i to j by ignoring all marked
points on the boundary other than i and j. Such an arc is called peripheral. We use the following
convention for marked points: if i “ 1, i´ 1 equals n , and if i “ n, i` 1 equals 1.
Two arcs are said to be non-crossing if they have no point of intersection in the interior of S1n.
A maximal collection Π of pairwise non-crossing arcs in S1n is called a triangulation of S
1
n. One can
easily verify that every triangulation of S1n consists of exactly n arcs and cuts S
1
n into n disjoint
regions, called triangles. Since the number of arcs in S1n is finite, there exist only finitely many
triangulations of S1n. When considering symmetries of triangulations, we always assume that the
marked points on the boundary of Sn are evenly distributed. For combinatorial reasons it is useful
to consider triangulations of punctured discs up to rotation through 2pi
n
about the puncture. If two
triangulations of S1n are rotation-equivalent they are said to be of the same shape. Clearly, there
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Figure 3.1. A triangulation Π of S15 with quiddity sequence qΠ “ p1, 4, 1, 2, 6q.
are at most n different triangulations of S1n of the same shape, depending on the symmetries the
triangulation has.
Note that every triangulation of S1n contains at least one bridging arc. The special case where
a triangulation consists entirely of bridging arcs is called star-triangulation and denoted by Π˚.
Definition 3.1. Let Π be a triangulation of S1n. The quiddity sequence qΠ of Π is the finite
sequence pa1, a2, . . . , anq of positive integers, where ai is the number of connected components of
S1nzΠX U , for U a small neighborhood of i.
We will see that every qΠ gives rise to a periodic infinite frieze (Theorem 3.6). Hence it makes
sense to call qΠ a quiddity sequence. Figure 3.1 gives an example of a triangulation of S
1
5 together
with its quiddity sequence.
Clearly, for two triangulations of S1n with the same shape the quiddity sequences coincide up
to cyclic permutation. Note also that the reflection at a diameter through a marked point on the
boundary of a triangulation Π of S1n with quiddity sequence qΠ “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq is a triangulation
Π1 of S1n with quiddity sequence qΠ1 “ pan, an´1, . . . , a1q.
Definition 3.2. Given a triangulation Π of S1n with quiddity sequence qΠ “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq a
marked point i P t1, 2, . . . , nu on the boundary is called special with respect to Π if ai “ 1, i.e. if i
is incident with exactly one triangle τi in Π. In this case, τi is called a special triangle.
The following result for triangulations of once-punctured discs and special marked points can
easily be checked.
Lemma 3.3. Every triangulation of S1n other than the star-triangulation has at least one special
marked point. Therefore, its quiddity sequence contains at least one entry 1.
Note that special triangles can be removed from triangulations of S1n to obtain triangulations of
S1n1 for n
1 ă n. Conversely, we can always add triangles to triangulations. It can easily be verified
that this gives two elementary operations on triangulations of once-punctured discs, called cutting,
and gluing, respectively. For later usage we record the effect of these procedures to the quiddity
sequences.
Corollary 3.4. Let Π be a triangulation of S1n with quiddity sequence qΠ “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq.
aq If x P t1, 2, . . . , nu is a special marked point of Π and Πzx denotes the union of all triangles
in Π other than the special triangle at x, then Πzx is a triangulation of S
1
n´1 with quiddity sequence
qΠzx “
#
p2q if n “ 2,
pa1, . . . , ax´2, ax´1´1, ax`1´1, ax`2, . . . , anq otherwise.
bq If x is a marked point added to the boundary of S1n between i and i` 1 and ΠYx denotes the
union of all triangles in Π together with the triangle having vertices i, x and i ` 1, then ΠYx is a
triangulation of S1n`1 with quiddity sequence
qΠYx “
#
p4, 1q if n=1,
pa1, . . . , ai´1, ai`1, 1, ai`1`1, ai`2, . . . , anq otherwise.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 4 1 2 6 1 4 1 2 6 1
3 3 1 11 5 3 3 1 11 5 3
2 2 5 9 14 2 2 5 9 14 2
¨ ¨ ¨ 1 9 4 25 9 1 9 4 25 9 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
4 7 11 16 4 4 7 11 16 4 4
3 19 7 7 15 3 19 7 7 15 3
8 12 3 26 11 8 12 3 26 11 8
5 5 11 19 29 5 5 11 19 29 5
2 18 8 50 18 2 18 8 50 18 2
7 13 21 31 7 7 13 21 31 7 7
¨ ¨ ¨ 5 34 13 12 24 5 34 13 12 24 5 ¨ ¨ ¨
13 21 5 41 17 13 21 5 41 17 13
8 8 17 29 44 8 8 17 29 44 8
3 27 12 75 27 3 27 12 75 27 3
...
...
D
Figure 3.2. The 5-arithmetic frieze associated to the triangulation of S15 shown in Figure 3.1.
Remark 3.5. It is noteworthy that every triangulation with r bridging arcs of S1n can be obtained
from the star-triangulation on r arcs by gluing triangles successively.
Observe that using the action of cutting for triangulations of once-punctured discs it is not hard
to show inductively that the quiddity sequence provides all the information about the corresponding
triangulation.
We now come to one of the main results of this article.
Theorem 3.6. Let Π be a triangulation of S1n. Then the quiddity sequence qΠ “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq
of Π is a quiddity sequence of an infinite frieze FΠ of period n.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on n. For n “ 1, there is only the star-triangulation Π˚
with quiddity sequence qΠ˚ “ p2q and this is a quiddity sequence qF˚ for the basic infinite frieze
F˚, cf. Figure 1.1, thus FΠ˚ “ F˚.
Now, for n ě 1, we assume that any triangulation of S1n yields an n-periodic infinite frieze.
Let Π be a triangulation of S1n`1 and qΠ “ pa1, a2, . . . , an`1q its quiddity sequence. If Π “ Π˚,
the claim follows as in the base case. Otherwise, if Π ‰ Π˚, there is a special marked point
x of Π (Lemma 3.3). By Corollary 3.4 aq, Πzx is a triangulation of S
1
n with quiddity sequence
qΠzx “ pa1, . . . , ax´2, ax´1´1, ax`1´1, ax`2, . . . , an`1q (or p2q if n “ 1). By induction, qΠzx is the
quiddity sequence of an n-periodic infinite frieze FΠzx . Now we n-glue above pax´1´1, ax`1´1q in
FΠzx and by Proposition 2.4, this gives an infinite frieze
pFn
Πzx
of period n`1 such that qˆFΠzx “ qΠ.
This completes the proof. 
For the triangulation of S15 given in Figure 3.1 the associated periodic infinite frieze is illustrated
in Figure 3.2.
Note that an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.4 is that cutting and
gluing of triangles for triangulations of once-punctured discs provide a geometric interpretation
via triangulations for the operations n-cutting and n-gluing defined on periodic infinite friezes in
Section 2.
Corollary 3.7. Given a triangulation Π ‰ Π˚ of S
1
n`1 with quiddity sequence qΠ “ pa1, a2, . . . , an`1q
and special marked point x, let FΠ be the pn`1q-periodic infinite frieze associated to Π, and let
FΠzx be the n-periodic infinite frieze associated to Πzx. Then FΠzx equals
qFn`1
Π
after pn`1q-cutting
above ax “ 1 in FΠ, and FΠ equals pFnΠzx after n-gluing above pax´1 ´ 1, ax`1 ´ 1q in FΠzx.
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As in [6] for finite friezes, the next result provides information about the occurrence of the
entry 1 in periodic infinite friezes associated to triangulations of once-punctured discs. In fact, the
opposite direction of the following lemma holds also true as we shall see later at the end of this
section (Proposition 3.13).
Lemma 3.8. Let FΠ “ pmijqj´iě´2 be an n-periodic infinite frieze associated to a triangulation
Π of S1n and let ij be a peripheral arc in Π. Then for all l P Z, mpi`1q`ln,pj´1q`ln “ 1 if j ě i` 2
and mpi`1q`ln,pj´1`nq`ln “ 1 otherwise.
Proof. It is enough to show the claim for l “ 0 since FΠ is n-periodic. We use induction on n.
If n “ 1, there is only the star-triangulation, so let n “ 2. All triangulations of S12 containing a
peripheral arc have the same shape thus provide the same 2-periodic infinite frieze F . W.l.o.g. we
choose the quiddity sequence such that a1 “ 4 and a2 “ 1. Among one bridging arc we have one
peripheral arc, namely 11 (with j ă i` 1). We need to verify m22 “ 1. By construction, we have
m22 “ a2 “ 1 as desired.
We now assume that the claim holds for any triangulation of S1n. Let Π ‰ Π˚ be a triangulation
of S1n`1 with quiddity sequence qΠ “ pa1, a2, . . . , an`1q and associated pn`1q-periodic infinite frieze
FΠ “ pmijqj´iě´2. By Lemma 3.3, Π has a special marked point x P t1, 2, . . . n` 1u and Πzx is a
triangulation of S1n (Corollary 3.4 a)) with quiddity sequence qΠzx “ paˇ1, aˇ2, . . . , aˇnq and associated
n-periodic infinite frieze FΠzx “ pmˇijqj´iě´2, where FΠzx is obtained from FΠ by pn`1q-cutting
above ax “ 1 (Corollary 3.7). In reverse, we get FΠ from FΠzx by n-gluing above paˇx´1, aˇxq, where
aˇx´1 “ ax´1 ´ 1 and aˇx “ ax`1 ´ 1.
With the notation of Corollary 2.5, if there is a peripheral ij (i, j P t1, 2, . . . , n ` 1uztxu) arc
in Π other than px ´ 1qpx ` 1q, then ixjx is also in Πzx. So we assume ij ‰ px ´ 1qpx ` 1q is a
peripheral arc in Π and we can use the first case of Corollary 2.5 (for k “ x´ 1). Either j ě i` 2,
in which case mi`1,j´1 “ mˇpi`1qx`1,pj´1qx´1 “ mˇix`1,jx´1 and jx ě ix ` 2, or j ă i ` 2, in which
case mi`1,j´1`pn`1q “ mˇpi`1qx`1,pj´1qx´1`n “ mˇix`1,jx´1`n and jx ă ix ` 2. Hence the result
follows by induction. Finally, if i “ x´ 1 and j “ x` 1, Corollary 2.5 implies that mxx “ mˇx,x´1,
and by definition, the latter is 1. This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.9. We already observed that triangulations of S1n with the same shape provide the
same quiddity sequence, up to cyclic permutation, thus give rise to the same n-periodic infinite
frieze. In general, the periodic infinite frieze associated to a triangulation of S1n has period n. But,
it might also have shorter periods: if a triangulation of S1n has rotational symmetries, the shortest
period of the associated infinite frieze is a factor of n, as pictured on the right in the figure below.
Indeed, we can construct many triangulations of different once-punctured discs giving rise to the
same periodic infinite frieze.
4
1
1
4
1
4
Hence the associated periodic infinite friezes are not uniquely determined. Moreover, let us point
out that there are periodic infinite friezes which can not be given by a triangulation of a once-
punctured disc. Examples for this fact are the complete infinite frieze with a ą 2 or the periodic
infinite frieze in Figure 1.2 they come from triangulated annuli, see [3].
We now will see that the entries in periodic infinite friezes associated to triangulations of once-
punctured discs satisfy a beautiful arithmetic property. For instance, in Figure 3.2 the numbers
marked respectively by red and green circles form a sequence with entries in a se-diagonal given
always by jumping 5 entries down. We will show that such sequences have common differences, and
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thus are increasing arithmetic progression. In Figure 3.2, the indicated sequences have common
differences 15 and 9, respectively.
Definition 3.10. For an infinite frieze F “ pmijqj´iě´2 and a positive integer r ě 1, let
dik :“ mi,pi`k´3q`r ´mi,i`k´3 for all i P Z and k P t1, 2, . . . , ru. We say that F is r-arithmetic if
mi,pi`k´3q`pl`1qr ´mi,pi`k´3q`lr “ dik is satisfied for all l ě 0 and every dik, where the dik are the
common differences for F .
Proposition 3.11. Every n-periodic infinite frieze FΠ associated to a triangulation Π of S
1
n is
n-arithmetic.
Proof. Clearly, if Π “ Π˚ is the star-triangulation of S
1
n, the claim is true with dik “ n for all i P Z
and k P t1, 2, . . . , nu. In particular the claim is true for n “ 1.
We proceed with the inductive step and assume the claim holds for every n-periodic infinite frieze
associated to a triangulation of S1n. Now we consider a triangulation Π ‰ Π˚ of S
1
n`1 with quiddity
sequence qΠ “ pa1, a1, . . . an`1q and associated pn`1q-periodic infinite frieze FΠ “ pmijqj´iě´2.
Lemma 3.3 implies that Π contains a special marked point x P t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u such that ax “ 1,
and Πzx is a triangulation of S
1
n with quiddity sequence qΠzx “ paˇ1, aˇ2, . . . , aˇnq as in Corollary 3.4.
By Corollary 3.7, FΠ is obtained from FΠzx “ pmˇijqj´iě´2 by n-gluing above paˇx´1, aˇxq.
Clearly, it is enough to show the claim for a fundamental domain of FΠ. So we choose
i, k P t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u and show that mˆi,pi`k´3q`pl`1qpn`1q ´ mˆi,pi`k´3q`lpn`1q equals a common
difference for all l ě 0. By using Corollary 2.5 (for k “ x ´ 1q, we are abel to express the entries
in FΠ in terms of entries in FΠzx . Doing this, we have to distinguish four cases. If i ı x ` 1
and k ı x ´ i ` 2 (modulo n ` 1), it follows that mi,pi`k´3q`pl`1qpn`1q ´ mi,pi`k´3q`lpn`1q “
mˇix`1,pi`k´3qx´1`pl`1qn ´ mˇix`1,pi`k´3qx´1`ln, and by induction, the latter equals a common dif-
ferences for FΠzx for all l ě 0 which gives dik. Suppose i ı x ` 1 and k ” x ´ i ` 2. Then
mi,pi`k´3q`pl`1qpn`1q ´mi,pi`k´3q`lpn`1q “ mˇix`1,pi`k´3qx´1´1`pl`1qn ` mˇix`1,pi`k´3qx´1`pl`1qn ´
mˇix`1,pi`k´3qx´1´1`ln ´ mˇix`1,pi`k´3qx´1`ln, that is equal to the sum of two fixed common differ-
ences for FΠzx for all l ě 0 (inductive hypothesis), which gives dik. Similarly, for ” x ` 1 and
k ı x ´ i ` 2, dik is also the sum of two fixed common differences for FΠzx , and if i ” x ` 1 and
k ” x´ i` 2, dik is determined by four fixed common differences for FΠzx . Hence FΠ satisfies the
arithmetic property for r “ n` 1. 
An immediate corollary of this proposition is the following.
Corollary 3.12. Let F be an n-periodic infinite frieze. Let pFn be some pn`1q-periodic infinite
frieze obtained from F by n-gluing and qFn be some pn´ 1q-periodic infinite frieze obtained from F by
n-cutting if defined. If F is n-arithmetic, then pFn is pn 1`q-arithmetic and qFn is pn 1´q-arithmetic.
Clearly, finite friezes are not arithmetic in our setup. So far there are no known examples of
non-periodic arithmetic infinite friezes. Thus, from now on we shall assume an n-arithmetic frieze
to be infinite and n-periodic.
Note that an n-periodic infinite frieze being n-arithmetic this means that every se-diagonal can
be split into n increasing arithmetic progressions. Moreover, since a fundamental domain is given
by n se-diagonals we have n2 increasing arithmetic progressions overall that occur. Thus an entry
1 can only appear within the first n`1 rows of an n-periodic infinite frieze. Using this fact and very
similar ideas as in the proof of Lemma 3.8, it is easy to prove the opposite direction of Lemma 3.8.
We leave the details to the reader. We get the following extended version.
Proposition 3.13. Let FΠ “ pmijqj´iě´2 be an n-periodic infinite frieze associated to a trian-
gulation Π of S1n. Then ij is a peripheral arc in Π if and only if mpi`1q`ln,pj´1q`ln “ 1 whenever
j ě i` 2, or mpi`1q`ln,pj´1`nq`ln “ 1 otherwise.
4. Description via matching numbers
In this section we shall focus on arithmetic friezes associated to triangulations of once-punctured
discs. We present a combinatorial interpretation of the numbers in such an arithmetic friezes using
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matching numbers between vertices and triangles. In order to do this, we introduce periodic
triangulations of strips which we can interpret as triangulations of once-punctured discs. We
will show that the number of matchings between vertices of a strip and triangles in a periodic
triangulation of it are exactly the entries of the associated arithmetic frieze. Thus we receive an
analogous result as the one by Broline, Crowe and Isaacs in [6] for finite friezes and triangulated
polygons.
4.1. Periodic triangulations of strips.
Definition 4.1. For n ě 1, the strip Un in R
2 is the Cartesian product of the real numbers and
a closed interval with two disjoint countably infinite set of vertices on the upper, and on the lower
boundary, respectively. The vertices on the upper boundary are labeled by t0pkq | k P Zu and the
vertices on the lower boundary are labeled in groups of n vertices by t1pkq, . . . , npkq | k P Zu. The
vertices are arranged such that 0pkq lies above the vertices 1pkq, . . . , npkq and k increases to the
right, see Figure 4.1.
Note that the vertices on the lower boundary correspond to Z successive copies of the n marked
points on the boundary of the once-punctured disc S1n, whereas the vertices on the upper boundary
correspond to Z copies of the puncture. Since we are mainly interested in combinatorics we assume
that the vertices are evenly distributed. Throughout this article we use the following convention for
vertices on the lower boundary of Un, namely pi` lnq
pkq “ piqpk`lq for 1 ď i ď n, l P Z. Moreover,
an order on the vertices on the lower boundary of Un is defined by i
pkq ď jplq if and only if either
k ă l, or k “ l and i ď j, i.e. if and only if ipkq is to the left of jplq.
Definition 4.2. An arc in Un is a non-self-intersecting curve, up to isotopy, connecting two vertices
of Un such that
(A1) at least one vertex belongs to the lower boundary of Un,
(A2) the two vertices are neither equal nor neighbors,
(A3) if one vertex belongs to the upper boundary of Un, then the superscripts of the two vertices
are equal.
An arc in Un connecting two vertices on the lower boundary is called peripheral, it is called
bridging otherwise.
Remark 4.3. Compared with the model of the strip used in [11] in this article we exclude arcs
connecting two vertices on the upper boundary. Moreover, we also assign a unique bridging arc
to every vertex on the lower boundary, see (A3) in Definition 4.2. These additional conditions are
motivated by the idea to identify the vertices on the upper boundary with a single vertex, where
all boundary segments in between two vertices vanish.
We use the following notation for arcs of strips: the peripheral arc with vertex ipkq on the left
and vertex jplq on the right is denoted by ipkqjplq, in this case either k ă l, or i ď j ´ 2 for
k “ l. Moreover, 0pkqjpkq denotes the unique bridging arc connecting the vertex jpkq on the lower
boundary with the vertex 0pkq on the upper boundary.
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
0p0q 0p1q 0p2q
3p´1q 1p0q 2p0q 3p0q 1p1q 2p1q 3p1q 1p2q 2p2q 3p2q 1p3q
0p0q1p0q 1p0q2p1q
2p0q1p1q
1p0q1p1q
2p1q1p2q
0p2q1p2q
1p2q3p2q
0p2q3p2q
1p0q1p2q
Figure 4.1. A triangulation of the strip U3.
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¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ 0p´1q 0p0q 0p1q
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ 4p´1q 5p´1q 1p0q 2p0q 3p0q 4p0q 5p0q 1p1q 2p1q 3p1q 4p1q 5p1q 1p2q 2p2q
P
0p´1q5p´1q 5p´1q5p0q
5p´1q2p0q 2
p0q5p0q
2p0q4p0q
0p0q5p0q
5p0q2p1q 5p1q2p2q
Figure 4.2. A 5-periodic triangulation of U5 with fundamental domain P asso-
ciated to the triangulation of S15 given in Figure 3.1.
Definition 4.4. Two arcs in Un are called non-crossing if they have no point of intersection in
the interior of Un. A triangulation of Un is a maximal collection T of pairwise non-crossing arcs
in Un.
Note that Un is partitioned by a triangulation into regions called triangles. These have three,
or more sides. If we identify all vertices on the upper boundary, the segments on this boundary
vanishes and all domains are 3-sided. Figure 4.1 shows part of a triangulation of U3.
Definition 4.5. A triangulation T “ Tn of Un is called n-periodic if there exists an pn`3q-gon
P in Tn such that Tn is covered by iteratively performing an appropriate translation of P in both
horizontal directions. We say that P is a fundamental domain for Tn.
Note that we actually ignore the fact that covering the whole triangulation by pn`3q-gons leads
to very small overlaps, as with every translation we place a bridging arc on a bridging arc.
While a fundamental domain for a given periodic triangulation of a strip is not unique, they
all give rise to the entire triangulation. For fixed n, the number of different fundamental domains
equals, up to translation, the number of bridging arcs ending at a vertex on the upper boundary.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of a 5-periodic triangulation of U5 with a fundamental domain given
by an octagon, where in this example the fundamental domain is unique up to translation.
We call the periodic triangulation consisting only of bridging arcs star-triangulation, denoted
by T˚. See Figure 4.3 where P0 is one of the n possible choices for a fundamental domain.
Remark 4.6. In general, if a triangulation of a strip has translational symmetry, bridging arcs
occur repetitively in it. Since we restrict to fundamental domains for an n-periodic triangulation
Tn of Un given by pn`3q-gons it follows by definition that a fundamental domain P for Tn looks
as in the following figure
0pkq 0pk`1q . . .. . .
ipkq (i` 1qpkq ¨ ¨ ¨ npkq 1pk`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ipk`1q ¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
P
for some i P t1, 2 . . . , nu and some integer k. In particular, for every integer k there is a bridging
arc at 0pkq. Moreover, the interior of P contains n´1 pairwise non-crossing arcs dividing P into n
triangles. One of these has four, and all the others have three distinct sides. Recall, our philosophy
of viewing the vertices on the upper boundary to be a single vertex gives a suitable understanding
of the quadrilateral in P as a triangle and explains why we ignore segments of the upper boundary.
The next lemma points out which arcs can appear in a periodic triangulation of a strip. It is
an immediate consequence of the definitions.
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0p0q 0p1q . . .. . .
1p0q 2p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ pn´ 1qp0qnp0q 1p1q 2p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pn´ 1qp1qnp1q 1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
P0
Figure 4.3. The star-triangulation T˚ of Un with a fundamental domain P0.
Lemma 4.7. Let ipkqjplq be an arc in a n-periodic triangulation Tn of Un. Then l is either k, or
k ` 1. Moreover, ipkqjpkq P Tn implies i ă j, and i
pkqjpk`1q P Tn implies i ě j.
Definition 4.8. Let P be a fundamental domain for an n-periodic triangulation Tn of Un and let
γ be an arc in P . An arc γ¯ in Tn is called n-translate of γ if γ¯ corresponds to γ in a translated
copy of P .
In Figure 4.2 two 5-translates of the arc 1p0q3p0q are indicated red. In particular, for an arc γ “
ipkqjplq in an n-periodic triangulation of Un, Lemma 4.7 tells us that the family of its n-translates
is given by  
ipk`mqjpl`mq
(
mPZzt0u
“
# 
ipk
1qjpk
1q
(
k1PZztku
if i ă j, 
ipk
1qjpk
1`1q
(
k1PZztku
if i ě j.
Note that given an n-periodic triangulation Tn of Un, the number of triangles in Tn incident
with a vertex ipkq of Un does not depend on k. This fact is to keep in mind throughout this section.
In particular, the next definition already makes use of it.
Definition 4.9. The quiddity sequence qTn of an n-periodic triangulation Tn of Un is a finite
sequence pa1, a2, . . . , anq of positive integers, where ai is the number of triangles incident with the
vertex ipkq, on the lower boundary of Un. A vertex i
pkq on the lower boundary is called special with
respect to Tn if ai “ 1.
Note that for a fixed n, the quiddity sequence of a periodic triangulation of a strip is only
determined up to cyclic equivalence.
4.2. From triangulations of once-punctured discs to periodic triangulations of strips.
Our next goal is to give a bijection between triangulations of once-punctured discs and periodic
triangulations of strips. First, from a triangulation Π of S1n we construct an n-periodic triangulation
Tn “ ΦpΠq of Un by associating a family of arcs in Un to every arc of Π.
This is realized as follows: for every integer k there is a natural embedding ιk of the set ApS
1
nq
of arcs in S1n into the set ApUnq of arcs in Un, given by
ιkpijq “
#
ipkqjpkq if i ă j,
ipkqjpk`1q if i ě j.
We define the set ΦpΠq of arcs in Un by the union of the disjoint sets ιkpΠq, k P Z, i.e.
ΦpΠq “
ď
kPZ
ιkpΠq.
Note that if an arc is contained in ΦpΠq then so are all its n-translates. Moreover, ιk sends
bridging arcs to bridging arcs. Thus ΦpΠq contains at least one bridging arc at 0pkq for every
integer k since every triangulation of S1n contains a bridging arc. Clearly, the star-triangulation of
S1n gives the star-triangulation of Un. An other example is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Proposition 4.10. Let Π be a triangulation of S1n. Then Tn “ ΦpΠq is an n-periodic triangulation
of Un.
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0
2
3
4
5
1
Π
0p0q 0p1q . . .. . .
1p0q 2p0q 3p0q 4p0q 5p0q 1p1q 2p1q 3p1q 4p1q 5p1q 1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
P0ΦpΠq
Figure 4.4. A triangulation of S15 with associated 5-periodic triangulation of U5.
Proof. Clearly, if Π “ Π˚ is the star-triangulation of S
1
n, then the claim is true. We proceed by
induction on n. If n “ 1, there is only the star-triangulation. Now we assume the claim holds for
n ě 1. Let Π be a triangulation of S1n`1 other than Π˚ with bridging arc 0i, i P t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u,
in Π. By Lemma 3.3, Π contains a special marked point x P t1, 2, . . . , n ` 1uztiu. Then, by
Corollary 3.4 and induction, Πzx is a triangulation of S
1
n providing an n-periodic triangulation
Tn “ ΦpΠzxq of Un. Recall, if i P t1, 2, . . . , x´1u, we set ix “ i and for i P tx`1, . . . , n`1uwe choose
ix “ i´1. Then by construction, Tn contains 0
pkqix
pkq for every k P Z. We choose the fundamental
domain for Tn given by the pn`3q-gon P
1 with vertices 0p0q, 0p1q, ix
p1q, pix ´ 1q
p1q, . . . , 1p1q, np0q,
pn´ 1q
p0q
, . . . , ix
p0q containing n´1 pairwise non-crossing arcs. Clearly, since x is a special marked
point in Π it follows, for every k, that there is no arc in Tn`1 “ ΦpΠq having x
pkq as an end-
point. Then the union P of all triangles in P 1 together with the special triangle with vertices
x ´ 1p0q, xp0q, x ` 1p0q is an pn`4q-gon containing n non-crossing arcs. Thus P provides a funda-
mental domain for Tn`1 and it follows that Tn`1 is an pn` 1q-periodic triangulation of Un`1. 
Note that triangulations of S1n with the same shape provide the same n-periodic triangulation
of Un. Note also that if x is a special marked point in Π, then x
pkq is a special vertex in ΦpΠq for
every integer k. Hence we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.11. Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un other than the star-triangulation
with quiddity sequence qTn “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq. Then ax “ 1 for some x P t1, 2, . . . , nu and x
pkq is a
special vertex with respect to Tn.
4.3. From periodic triangulations of strips to triangulations of once-punctured discs.
Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un with fundamental domain P . We associate a triangu-
lation Π “ ΨpTnq of S
1
n to Tn as follows: there is natural projection pi from the set ApUnq of arcs
in Un to the set ApS
1
nq of arcs in S
1
n given by
pi : ApUnq Ñ ApS
1
nq
ipkqjplq ÞÑ ij
(with l P tk, k ` 1u cf. Lemma 4.7). We define the set Π of arcs in S1n to be the image of P under
pi, i.e.
ΨpTnq “
ď
ipkqjplqPTnXP
pi
´
ipkqjplq
¯
.
One can easily convince oneself that the definition of Ψ does not depend on the choice of a
fundamental domain. Note that pi sends bridging arcs to bridging arcs. Thus by Remark 4.6
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ΨpTnq contains at least one bridging arc. Note also that a special vertex in Tn maps to a special
marked point in ΨpTnq.
Clearly, the star-triangulation of Un leads to the star-triangulation of S
1
n. Another example
for n “ 5, Figure 4.2 shows the periodic triangulation of the strip whose image under Ψ is the
triangulation of the once-punctured disc given in Figure 3.1. The proof of the next result is
straightforward.
Proposition 4.12. Let Tn be a n-periodic triangulation of Un. Then Π “ ΨpTnq is a triangulation
of S1n.
4.4. Bijection between triangulations of once-punctured discs and periodic triangula-
tions of strips. In the sequel Φ and Ψ denote the maps defined respectively in Subsections 4.2
and 4.3.
Theorem 4.13. The maps Φ and Ψ are inverse bijections between triangulations of S1n and
n-periodic triangulations of Un.
Proof. We have to proof that Φ ˝Ψ and Ψ ˝Φ are the the identity on Un and on S
1
n, respectively.
(i) Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un. We write Π “ ΨpTnq, T
1
n “ ΦpΠq and show
that Tn “ T
1
n. First, we choose an arbitrary arc γ “ i
pkqjplq in Tn. We have pipγq “ ij P Π.
By Lemma 4.7, we know that γ “ ipkqjpkq with i ă j, or γ “ ipkqjpk`1q with i ě j. If i ă j,
then ιkpijq “ i
pkqjpkq P T 1n, otherwise, if i ě j, then ιkpijq “ i
pkqjpk`1q P T 1n. In both cases
ιkpijq “ ιkppipγqq “ γ P T
1
n. Next, we show that T
1
n is contained in Tn. Let γ
1 “ ipk
1qjpl
1q be
an arbitrary arc in T 1n. Either i ă j, in which case γ
1 “ ipk
1qjpk
1q, or i ě j, in which case
γ1 “ ipk
1qjpk
1`1q (Lemma 4.7). Since T 1n is the image of Π, we have γ
1 “ ipk
1qjpl
1q P ιk1pΠq, thus
ij P Π. Since Π “ ΨpTnq there exists γ P Tn with pipγq “ ij. Clearly, γ “ i
pkqjplq for some k, l P Z,
where again either γ “ ipkqjpkq P Tn with i ă j, or γ “ i
pkqjpk`1q P Tn with i ě j. Hence γ
1 is an
n-translate of γ, so γ1 P Tn.
(ii) We consider a triangulation Π of S1n and write Tn “ ΦpΠq, Π
1 “ ΨpTnq. Let γ “ ij be an
arc in Π. For some k P Z we have either ιkpγq “ i
pkqjpkq P Tn if i ă j, or ιkpγq “ i
pkqjpk`1q P Tn
otherwise. In both cases we get pipιkpγqq “ ij P Π
1, hence γ P Π1. Since this is true for all n
non-crossing arcs in Π we have Π1 “ Π as desired. This establishes the bijection. 
Before moving on to matching numbers, let us summarize some immediate facts about periodic
triangulations of strips implied by the bijection of Theorem 4.13 and our previous work on trian-
gulations of once-punctured discs. Especially, how periodic triangulations of strips are linked to
arithmetic friezes.
Lemma 4.14. Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un with quiddity sequence qTn and let
Π “ ΨpTnq be the associated triangulation of S
1
n with quiddity sequence qΠ. Then qTn equals qΠ.
In particular, Tn provides an n-arithmetic frieze FTn that is equal to FΠ.
Exactly as for triangulations of once-punctured discs we can use the operations of cutting and
gluing triangles for fundamental domains of periodic triangulations of strips. Here, we only allow
adding and removing triangles at the lower boundary.
Corollary 4.15. Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un with quiddity sequence
qTn “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq.
aq Assume that ax “ 1 for some x P t1, 2, . . . , nu. Let Tnzx denote the union of all triangles in Tn
other than the special triangles at xpkq, for all k P Z. Then Tnzx is an pn´1q-periodic triangulation
of Un´1 with quiddity sequence
qTnzx “
#
p2q if n “ 2,
pa1, . . . , ax´2, ax´1´1, ax`1´1, ax`2, . . . , anq otherwise.
bq For some i P t1, 2, . . . , nu insert a vertex xpkq between ipkq and pi` 1qpkq together with the arc
ipkqpi ` 1qpkq for every k P Z. Let TnYx denote the union of all triangles in Tn together with the
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triangles having vertices ipkq, xpkq and pi ` 1qpkq, for all k P Z. Then TnYx is an pn`1q-periodic
triangulation of Un`1 with quiddity sequence
qTnYx “
#
p4, 1q if n “ 1,
pa1p0q , . . . , ai´1, ai`1, 1, ai`1`1, ai`2, . . . , anq otherwise.
Remark 4.16. By Corollary 4.15 bq, starting with a fundamental domain for the star-triangulation
of Un and iteratively inserting triangles provides all m-periodic triangulations of Um (m ě n) with
n bridging arcs at a vertex on the upper boundary.
Of course, we also have the following result.
Corollary 4.17. Given an pn`1q-periodic triangulation Tn`1 of Un`1 with special vertex x
pkq. Let
FTn`1 be the pn`1q-arithmetic frieze associated to Tn`1 and let FTn`1zx be the n-arithmetic frieze
associated to Tn`1zx. Then FTn`1zx is obtained from FTn`1 by pn`1q-cutting above ax, and vice
versa FTn`1 is obtained from FTn`1zx by n-gluing above pax´1 ´ 1, ax`1 ´ 1q.
4.5. Matching numbers. Given a triangulation of a once-punctured disc we will consider the
associated periodic triangulation of the corresponding strip. We are interested in the ways to
allocate triangles in a periodic triangulation of a strip to sets of consecutive vertices on the lower
boundary.
Definition 4.18. Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un and let I be a set of s ě 1 consecutive
vertices v1, v2 . . . , vs on the lower boundary of Un (v1 ď vs). A matching between I and Tn
is an s-tuple pτ1, τ2, . . . , τsq of pairwise distinct triangles in Tn such that τi is incident with vi.
Mv1vs “Mv1vspTnq is the set of all matchings between I and Tn.
Remark 4.19. Clearly, the number of matchings between a set I “ tvu containing one single
vertex v and an n-periodic triangulation Tn of Un equals the number of triangles incident with p.
In other words, if qTn “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq is the quiddity sequence of Tn, it follows, by definition,
that |Mipkqipkq | “ ai. In particular, |Mipkqipkq | “ 1 if i
pkq is special. Moreover, for two vertices
ipkq ď jplq on the lower boundary of Un, we have
ˇˇ
Mipkqjplq
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
Mipk`mqjpl`mq
ˇˇ
for all m P Z.
Considering two periodic triangulations of strips where one is obtained from the other by gluing
triangles as in Corollary 4.15 b), we would like to know how the matching numbers for the two
periodic triangulations are related to each other. The following lemma provides the answer.
Such as in Corollary 2.5, we shall use the following notation. For i, x P Z, we set ix “ i ´ t
whenever x` pt´ 1qpn` 1q ă i ď x` tpn` 1q.
Lemma 4.20. Let Tn`1 be an pn` 1q-periodic triangulation of Un`1 with quiddity sequence
qTn`1 “ pa1, a2, . . . , an`1q and assume that ax “ 1 for some x P t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u. Let Tn “ Tn`1zx.
Then for two vertices ipkq ă jplq on the lower boundary of Un`1
ˇˇ
MipkqjplqpTn`1q
ˇˇ
“
$’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’%
ˇˇˇ
M
i
pkq
x`1j
plq
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
i ı x` 1, j ı x´ 1,ˇˇˇ
M
i
pkq
x`1j
plq
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
pkq
x`1pjx´1´1q
plqpTnq
ˇˇˇ
i ı x` 1, j ” x´ 1,ˇˇˇ
M
pix`1´1qpkqj
plq
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
pkq
x`1j
plq
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
i ” x` 1, j ı x´ 1,ˇˇˇ
M
pix`1´1qpkqj
plq
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
Mpix`1´1qpkqpjx´1´1qplq
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
pkq
x`1j
plq
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
pkq
x`1pjx´1´1q
plqpTnq
ˇˇˇ
i ” x` 1, j ” x´ 1,
where ” stands for equality modulo n` 1.
The proof of Lemma 4.20 is a tedious but straightforward case-by-case study. We thus omit it.
Note that for x “ n ` 1, we actually get x ` 1 “ n ` 2, but 1 ď i ď n ` 1. Similarly, if x “ 1,
in this case we have x ´ 1 “ 0, but 1 ď j ď n ` 1. This is why we consider the equality up to
congruence classes reduced modulo n` 1.
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Theorem 4.21. Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un with associated n-arithmetic frieze
FTn “ pmijqj´iě´2. Then for i ď j
mij “
ˇˇ
Mipkqjpkq
ˇˇ
.
Proof. W.l.o.g. we may take k “ 0. We first prove the claim for star-triangulations. Let Tn “ T˚
be the star-triangulation of Un with associated basic infinite frieze F˚ “ pmijqj´iě´2, where mij “
j´i`2, see Figures 4.3 and 1.1. Clearly, |Mipkqipkq | “ 2 and for two vertices i
pkq ď jplq on the lower
boundary of Un, we have
ˇˇ
Mipkqpj`1qplq
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
Mipkqjplq
ˇˇ
`1. Let i ď j, so
ˇˇ
Mip0qjp0q
ˇˇ
“ j´ i`2 “ mij .
Hence the result follows for T˚, in particular, for n “ 1.
Now we use induction on n to prove the claim for the remaining periodic triangulations. We
assume that the result holds for any n-periodic triangulation of Un. We consider an pn`1q-periodic
triangulation Tn`1 of Un`1, Tn`1 ‰ T˚, with quiddity sequence qTn`1 “ pa1, a2, . . . , an`1q and
associated pn`1q-arithmetic frieze FTn`1 “ pmijqj´iě´2. For i “ j, Remark 4.19 already gives the
desired result, so we assume i ă j.
Corollary 4.11 implies that Tn`1 has special vertices, so there exists x P t1, 2, . . . n ` 1u such
that ax “ 1, and Tn :“ Tn`1zx is an n-periodic triangulation of Un with quiddity sequence qTn “
paˇ1, aˇ2, . . . , aˇnq as given in Corollary 4.15. We write FTn “ pmˇijqj´iě´2 for the n-arithmetic frieze
associated to Tn, and we obtain FTn`1 from FTn by n-gluing above paˇx´1, aˇxq (Corollaries 4.15 a)
and 4.17).
It is enough to prove the claim for a fundamental domain for FTn`1, so we may consider
mij with i P t1, 2, . . . , n ` 1u and j ě i ` 1. We distinguish four separate cases and show
for each case the result by making use of Corollary 2.5 (for k “ x ´ 1), the inductive hy-
pothesis, and Lemma 4.20. Let i ı x ` 1 and j ı x ´ 1 (reduced modulo n ` 1). In this
case we have mij “ mˇix`1jx´1 “
ˇˇˇ
M
i
p0q
x`1j
p0q
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
Mip0qjp0q pTn`1q
ˇˇ
. If i ı x ` 1 and j ”
x ´ 1, we get mij “ mˇix`1,jx´1´1 ` mˇix`1jx´1 “
ˇˇˇ
M
i
p0q
x`1pjx´1´1q
p0qpTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
p0q
x`1j
p0q
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
“ˇˇ
Mip0qjp0qpTn`1q
ˇˇ
. Suppose i ” x`1 and j ı x´1. It follows analogously thatmij “ mˇix`1´1,jx´1`
mˇix`1,jx´1 “
ˇˇˇ
M
pix`1´1qp0qj
p0q
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
p0q
x`1j
p0q
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
Mip0qjp0qpTn`1q
ˇˇ
. Finally, if i ” x ` 1
and j ” x ´ 1, we have mij “ mˇix`1´1,jx´1´1 ` mˇix`1jx´1 ` mˇix`1´1,jx´1 ` mˇix`1,jx´1´1 “ˇˇˇ
Mpix`1´1qp0qpjx´1´1qp0q
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
p0q
x`1j
p0q
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
pix`1´1qp0qj
p0q
x´1
pTnq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
M
i
p0q
x`1pjx´1´1q
p0qpTnq
ˇˇˇ
“ˇˇ
Mip0qjp0qpTn`1q
ˇˇ
. This completes the proof. 
To illustrate Theorem 4.21 we give the following example.
Example 4.22. We consider the 5-periodic triangulation of U5 with associated triangulation of
S15 given in Figure 4.4. Then the associated 5-arithmetic frieze F5 “ pmijqj´iě´2 has quiddity
sequence qF5 “ p4, 3, 3, 1, 2q and the fundamental domain D “ pmijq1ďiď5,jěi´2 looks as follows
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 1 2
11 8 2 1 7
29 5 1 3 19
18 2 2 8 50
7 3 5 21 31
10 7 13 13 12
23 18 8 5 17
...
...
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Using matchings between sets of s ě 1 consecutive vertices, starting at ip0q, and T5 we obtain
the matching numbers
ˇˇ
Mip0qpi`s´1qp0qs
ˇˇ
given in the table below. For fixed i, this provides exactly
the non-trivial entries in the se-diagonals of F5 whereas we get the non-trivial rows of F5 if s is
fixed.
❅
❅
i
s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 4 11 29 18 7 10 23
2 3 8 5 2 3 7 18
3 3 2 1 2 5 13 8
4 1 1 3 8 21 13 5
5 2 7 19 50 31 12 17
5. An alternative description
In this section we give an alternative description of the entries in arithmetic friezes associated
to triangulated once-punctured discs. This will provide, in a simple way, all diagonals of an
arithmetic frieze. Conway and Coxeter in (32) of [8] allocated non-negative numbers to the vertices
of triangulated polygons and these numbers appear in the diagonals of the associated finite frieze.
Adapting their strategy we assign numbers to the vertices of periodic triangulations of strips in
an iterative way. Moreover, it turns out that this labeling algorithm can be used to determine the
common differences of the arithmetic progressions that appear in an arithmetic frieze.
Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un. We consider a fixed vertex v on the lower boundary
of Un called starting vertex and attach labels nvpwq P Zě0 to every vertex w of Un as follows: we
first set nvpvq “ 0, and nvpwq “ 1 whenever the vertex w is joint with v by a boundary segment or
an arc in Tn. Note that w may lie on the upper boundary. As soon as a label is given for a vertex
0pkq on the upper boundary of Un we label all the remaining vertices on the upper boundary by
the same number, i.e. we then set nv
´
0pk
1q
¯
:“ nv
`
0pkq
˘
for all k1 ‰ k.
Once all neighbors (through arcs or boundary segments) of v have obtained their label, we
iteratively define the labels for the remaining vertices on the lower boundary. Whenever there is
a triangle in Tn given by three vertices w1, w2 and w3 on the lower boundary such that two of
its vertices already have a label, e.g. w1 and w2, we take their sum for the label of the remaining
vertex: nvpw3q :“ nvpw1q ` nvpw2q .
If there is no such a triangle in Tn left, we consider triangles in Tn of one of the following types
0pkq 0pkq 0pk`1q . . .. . . . . . . . .
ipkq i1pkq ipkq i1pk`1q ¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
where two (or three) vertices already have a label. For the triangle on the left we use the same
rule as before, and take the sum of the two given labels for the remaining label. In the triangle on
the right we consider 0pkq and 0pk`1q to be a single vertex with label nv
`
0pkq
˘
and also take the
sum of the two given labels as the remaining label.
Note that either 0pkq and 0pk`1q already have the same label or they will get the same label now.
As mentioned before once a vertex on the upper boundary has a label, all vertices on the upper
boundary obtain the same label.
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¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ 2 2 2
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ 5 1 1 n2p0q
`
2p0q
˘
“
0
1 1 1 5 4 11 7 3 11 2p2q
P
ð
sw-diagonal through a1 “ 1
ñ
se-diagonal through a3 “ 1
Figure 5.1. For starting vertex 2p0q, the labels attached to the 5-periodic trian-
gulation of U5 in Figure 4.2 with associated 5-arithmetic frieze given in Figure 3.2.
Finally, we continue the labeling for the remaining vertices on the lower boundary as done before:
if the labels are given for two vertices in a triangle in Tn, we take their sum for the remaining one
taking care that whenever a triangle is a four-sided region, we only take one of the labels on the
upper boundary for the sum.
Figure 5.1 gives an example of this labeling for the 5-periodic triangulation of U5 shown in
Figure 4.2, with starting vertex v “ 2p0q. The two sequences p0, 1, 1, 1, 5, 4, 11, 7, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨q and
p0, 1, 1, 5, 9, 4, 7, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ q are obtained for w ě 2p0q and w ď 2p0q, respectively. Comparing these
numbers with those in the associated 5-arithmetic frieze, see Figure 3.2, we observe that the first
sequence is the se-diagonal through a3 “ 1, and the second sequence gives the sw-diagonal through
a1 “ 1.
Remark 5.1. Clearly, if a special vertex xpkq with respect to n-periodic triangulation Tn of Un is
not equal to the starting vertex v, we have
nv
´
xpkq
¯
“ nv
´
px´ 1qpkq
¯
` nv
´
px` 1qpkq
¯
.
The next lemma gives a useful relation if the starting vertex is special.
Lemma 5.2. Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un, Tn ‰ T˚. Let x
plq be a special vertex
with respect to Tn. Then for any vertex i
pkq ‰ xplq on the lower boundary of Un
nxplq
´
ipkq
¯
“ npx´1qplq
´
ipkq
¯
` npx`1qplq
´
ipkq
¯
.
Proof. We proof the result by induction on n. If n “ 1, there is only the star-triangulation. For
n “ 2, there is only one 2-periodic triangulation T2 ‰ T˚ of U2 up to the labeling of the vertices.
W.l.o.g. we choose the quiddity sequence of T to be qT “ p3, 1q, see figure below.
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ 0p´1q 0p0q 0p1q 0p2q
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ 1p´1q 2p´1q 1p0q 2p0q 1p1q 2p1q 1p2q
P
In a fundamental domain there is only one special vertex, namely 2pkq for some k P Z. It is
enough to show the the claim for xplq “ 2p0q. One easily checks that n2p0q
`
1pkq
˘
“ |2k ´ 1| and
n2p0q
`
2pkq
˘
“ |4k| for all k P Z. Moreover, we have n1p0q
`
1pkq
˘
“ |k| and n1p0q
`
2pkq
˘
“ |2k ` 1| for
all k P Z. Finally, n1p1q
`
1pkq
˘
“ |k ´ 1| and n1p1q
`
2pkq
˘
“ |2k ´ 1| for all k P Z. Hence, for k P Z,
we have n1p0q
`
1pkq
˘
` n1p1q
`
1pkq
˘
“ |2k ´ 1| “ n2p0q
`
1pkq
˘
, and if k ‰ 0, n1p0q
`
2pkq
˘
` n1p1q
`
2pkq
˘
“
|4k| “ n2p0q
`
2pkq
˘
as desired.
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Now, we assume the claim holds for every n-periodic triangulation Tn ‰ T˚ of Un. Let Tn`1 ‰ T˚
be an pn`1q-periodic triangulation of Un`1.
Case 1: There are at least two special vertices in a fundamental domain of Tn`1. In this case,
we choose a special vertex xplq for Tn`1. Let y
plq ‰ xplq be another special vertex for Tn`1 and
consider the n-periodic triangulation Tn “ Tn`1zy of Un (Corollary 4.15). Now, let i
pkq ‰ xplq be
any vertex on the lower boundary of Un`1.
- If i ‰ y, we have the corresponding vertex i
pkq
y on the lower boundary of Un, where iy “ i if
1 ď i ă y and iy “ i ´ 1 if y ă i ď n ` 1 (as in Corollary 4.15). Similarly, x
plq
y is the vertex on
the lower boundary of Un corresponding to x
plq
y . Clearly, i
pkq
y ‰ x
plq
y . Now, since both x and i are
different from y, we have nxplq
`
ipkq
˘
“ n
x
plq
y
´
i
pkq
y
¯
. Moreover, x is not a neighbor of y, so similarly
npx´1qplq
´
ipkq
¯
“ npxy´1qplq
´
ipkqy
¯
, npx`1qplq
´
ipkq
¯
“ npxy`1qplq
´
ipkqy
¯
.
By using this and the inductive hypothesis, we get
nxplq
´
ipkq
¯
“ npxy´1qplq
´
ipkqy
¯
` npxy`1qplq
´
ipkqy
¯
“ npx´1qplq
´
ipkq
¯
` npx`1qplq
´
ipkq
¯
.
- Otherwise, if i “ y, then ipkq “ ypkq is a special vertex for Tn`1. Since x ‰ y, Remark 5.1 tells
us that
nxplq
´
ypkq
¯
“ nxplq
´
py ´ 1qpkq
¯
` nxplq
´
py ` 1qpkq
¯
.
Using the result for i ‰ y shown above, it follows that
nxplq
´
ypkq
¯
“ npx´1qplq
´
py ´ 1qpkq
¯
` npx`1qplq
´
py ´ 1qpkq
¯
` npx´1qplq
´
py ` 1qpkq
¯
` npx`1qplq
´
py ` 1qpkq
¯
“ npx´1qplq
´
ypkq
¯
` npx`1qplq
´
ypkq
¯
,
the latter follows again by Remark 5.1.
Case 2: If there is only one special vertices in a fundamental domain of Tn`1, they are all. In
this case, the proof works similar as in the induction step and we leave it to the reader to check
the details. 
The next result shows that this labeling algorithm provides all entries occurring in an n-arithmetic
frieze Fn associated to a given n-periodic triangulation of Un, and hence to every triangulation of
S1n.
Theorem 5.3. Let Tn be an n-periodic triangulation of Un with associated n-arithmetic frieze
FTn “ pmijqj´iě´2. Then
mij “ npi´1qpkq
´
pj ` 1qpkq
¯
.
Proof. It is enough to show the claim for a fundamental domain. W.l.o.g. we choose k to be 0. First
we show the claim for the star-triangulation T˚ of Un with basic infinite frieze F˚ “ pmijqj´iě´2,
where mij “ j ´ i ` 2. Let i
p0q be a fixed vertex on the lower boundary of Un, i P t1, 2, . . . , nu.
Then we have nip0q
`
ip0q
˘
“ 0 “ mi`1,i´1, nip0q
`
pi´ 1qp0q
˘
“ nip0q
`
pi` 1qp0q
˘
“ 1 “ mi`1,i and
nip0q
`
0pkq
˘
“ 1 for all k P Z. Recall, for j “ k` ln with k P t1, 2, . . . , nu and l P Z, we actually have
jp0q “ kplq. Clearly, for j P N such that j ě i`1, we have nip0q
`
jp0q
˘
“ nip0q
`
pj ´ 1qp0q
˘
`nip0q
`
0p0q
˘
,
and inductively nip0q
`
jp0q
˘
“ j ´ i “ mi`1,j´1 for i` 1 P t2, 3, . . . , n` 1u and j ´ 1 ě i` 1. Hence
the claim holds for star-triangulations, in particular, for triangulations of U1.
For the remaining triangulations of Un, we proceed by induction on n and assume the claim
is true for n ě 1. Let Tn`1 ‰ T˚ be an pn`1q-periodic triangulation of Un`1 with quiddity
sequence qTn`1 “ pa1, a2, . . . , an`1q and associated pn`1q-arithmetic frieze FTn`1 “ pmijqj´iě´2.
We know that Tn`1 contains a special vertex x
p0q (Corollary 4.11) and Tn :“ Tn`1zx is an n-periodic
triangulation of Un with quiddity sequence qTn “ paˇ1, aˇ2, . . . , aˇnq as given in Corollary 4.15. Let
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FTn “ pmˇijqiě0,jPZ denote the n-arithmetic frieze associated to Tn and recall that FTn`1 is obtained
from FTn by n-gluing above paˇx´1, aˇxq in FTn (Corollary 4.17).
Using the notation of Corollary 2.5, for i ‰ x, i
pkq
x denotes the vertex of Un corresponding to the
vertex ipkq of Un`1. To avoid confusion, we denote the attached labels for Tn`1 and Tn respectively
by n˚p´q and nˇ˚p´q. For two vertices i
pkq, jplq on the lower boundary of Un`1, it is easy to see
that
nipkq
´
pjplq
¯
“ nˇ
i
pkq
x
´
jplqx
¯
if i, j ‰ x.
By definition, for i P t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u, we have mi,i´2 “ 0 “ npi´1qp0q
`
pi´ 1qp0q
˘
and mi,i´1 “
1 “ npi´1qp0q
`
ip0q
˘
. Now, we consider mij in FTn`1 with i P t1, 2, . . . , n ` 1u and j ě i. We
apply Corollary 2.5 (for k “ x ´ 1) and distinguish the following four cases as in the proof of
Theorem 4.21.
Case 1: Suppose i ı x ` 1 and j ı x ´ 1. Using the indcutvie hypothesis, we get mij “
mˇix`1,jx´1 “ nˇpix`1´1qp0q
`
pjx´1 ` 1q
p0q
˘
“ nˇ
pi´1q
p0q
x
´
pj ` 1q
p0q
x
¯
“ npi´1qp0q
`
pj ` 1qp0q
˘
as desired.
Case 2: Let i ı x ` 1 and j ” x ´ 1. In this case, by induction, we get mi,x´1 “ mˇix`1,x´2 `
mˇix`1,x´1 “ nˇpi´1qp0qx
`
px ´ 1qp0q
˘
` nˇ
pi´1q
p0q
x
`
xp0q
˘
“ npi´1qp0q
`
px´ 1qp0q
˘
` npi´1qp0q
`
px` 1qp0q
˘
“
npi´1qp0q
`
xp0q
˘
, where the latter follows by Ramark 5.1 since pi´1qp0q ‰ xplq, as otherwise we would
get j “ i´ 1, a contradiction to j ě i.
Case 3: Let i ” x ` 1 and j ı x ´ 1. Closely analogous to Case 2, using Lemma 5.2 instead
of Ramark 5.1, we havemx`1,j “ mˇx,jx´1`mˇx`1,jx´1 “ nˇpx´1qp0q
´
pj ` 1q
p0q
x
¯
` nˇxp0q
´
pj ` 1q
p0q
x
¯
“
npx´1qp0q
`
pj ` 1qp0q
˘
`npx`1qp0q
`
pj ` 1qp0q
˘
“ nxp0q
`
pj ` 1qp0q
˘
, where xp0q ‰ pj`1qp0q since j ‰ x´ 1.
Case 4: Finally, if i ” x` 1 and j ” x´ 1, we apply Corollary 1.9, Case 3 and Remark 5.1 and
it follows that mx`1,x´1 “ mx`1,x´2`mx`1,x “ nxp0q
`
px´ 1qp0q
˘
`nxp0q
`
px` 1qp0q
˘
“ nxp0q
`
xplq
˘
.
This completes the proof. 
Clearly, we can apply the labeling algorithm to an n-periodic triangulation Tn of Un for a starting
vertex v “ 0pkqq with k P Z on the upper boundary of Un. Then the labels on the lower boundary
provide an n-periodic sequence determined by pn1, n2, . . . , nnq, where ni “ nv
`
ipkq
˘
. Note that
this sequence does not depend on the choice of k.
Proposition 5.4. Let T be an n-periodic triangulation of Un with 1 ď r ď n bridging arcs, up
to translates. Let Fn “ pmijqj´1ě´2 be the n-arithmetic frieze associated to T with common
differences dik “ mi,pi`k´3q`n ´mi,i`k´3. Then dik “ rni´1ni`k´2, where i´ 1 and i` k ´ 2 are
reduced modulo n.
Proof. Let Fn be the basic frieze with star-triangulation T˚ of Un. Then we have r “ n and
ni “ 1 for all i, so dik “ n as desired. In particular, the claim holds if n “ 1. We proceed
by induction on n and assume that the claim is true for n ě 1. We consider an pn`1q-periodic
triangulation Tn`1 (‰ T˚) of Un`1 with 1 ď r ď n bridging arcs, up to translates, and quiddity
sequence qTn`1zx “ pa1, a2, . . . .an`1q. Let Fn`1 “ pmijqj´iě´2 be the pn`1q-arithmetic frieze
associated to Tn`1. By assumption, there exists a special vertex x
p0q in Tn`1 (Corollary 4.17) and
Tn “ Tn`1zx is an n-periodic triangulation of Un with quiddity sequence qTn “ paˇ1, aˇ2, . . . , aˇnq
(Corollary 4.15) and associated n-arithmetic frieze Fn “ pmˇijqiě0,jPZ. Clearly, the number of
bridging arcs, up to translates, stays unchanged, so Tn has also r bridging arcs. Let n˚ and nˇ˚
denote the labels attached to Tn`1 and Tn, respectively. Then nx “ nx´1 ` nx`1 and ni “ nˇix
for i P t1, 2, . . . n` 1uztxu (notation of Corollary 2.5). Corollary 4.17 implies that n-gluing above
paˇx´1, aˇxq in Fn leads back to Fn`1 and we can use Corollary 2.5 (for k “ x ´ 1) to express the
entries in Fn`1 in terms of entries in Fn. In particular, we can express the common differences dik
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for Fn`1 by the common differences dˇik for Fn (as in the proof of Proposition 3.11). As usual, we
must check the following four separate cases.
Case 1: If i ı x ` 1 and k ı x ´ i ` 2 (modulo n ` 1), we have dik “ dˇix`1kˇ, where kˇ “
pi` k ´ 3qx´1 ´ ix`1 ` 3. By our inductive hypothesis, we deduce dik “ rnˇix`1´1nˇpi`k´3qx´1`1 “
rnˇpi´1qx nˇpi`k´2qx “ rni´1ni`k´2.
Case 2: Let i ı x ` 1 and k ” x ´ i ` 2. In this case, we have dik “ dˇix`1kˇ1` ` dˇix`1kˇ2 with
kˇ1 “ pi ` k ´ 3qx´1 ´ ix`1 ` 2 and kˇ2 “ pi ` k ´ 3qx´1 ´ ix`1 ` 3. By induction, it follows
that dik “ rnˇix`1´1nˇpi`k´3qx´1 ` rnˇix`1´1nˇpi`k´3qx´1`1 “ rnˇpi´1qx
`
nˇpx´1qx´1 ` nˇpx´1qx´1`1
˘
“
rni´1 pnx´1 ` nx`1q “ rni´1nx, where x ” i` k ´ 2.
Case 3: Suppose i ” x ` 1 and k ı x ´ i ` 2. Then dik “ dˇix`1´1,kˇ ` dˇix`1kˇ with kˇ “
pi`k´3qx´1´ ix`1`3, so by the inductive hypothesis dik “ rpnˇix`1´2` nˇix`1´1qnˇpi`k´3qx´1`1 “
rpnˇx´1 ` nˇxqnˇpi`k´2qx “ rpnx´1 ` nx`1qni`k´2 “ rni´1ni`k´2.
Case 4: Finally, let i ” x ` 1 and k ” 1. In this case we use Corollary 1.9 and deduce
that dik “ di,k´1 ` di,k`1. By Case 3, we obtain dik “ rni´1 pnx´1 ` nx`1q “ rni´1ni`k´2 as
desired. 
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